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Sail with us
To ensure the implementation of the best maritime safety practices in the
Emirate of Dubai, Dubai Maritime City Authority (DMCA) has taken
the initiative to issue this booklet which is a comprehensive guide to the
Executive Council Resolution No. (11) of 2013, Issuing the Implementing
Bylaw of Law No. (11) of 2010 Concerning the Licensing of Vessels in the
Emirate of Dubai, issued by His Highness Sheikh Hamdan Bin Rashid Al
Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai, Chairman of Executive Council.
This booklet includes different topics related to licensing of vessels, crew, safety
of marine transportation, and compliance with environmental standards for
vessels in accordance with best international practices. Furthermore, the
booklet focuses on requirements of maritime training centres, chartering
vessels of maritime activities in the Emirate of Dubai. DMCA will be
updating this booklet regularly to meet the evolving maritime industry of
the Emirate of Dubai.
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CATEGORIES OF VESSELS
Vessels are divided into the following three (3) categories:
1. Commercial Vessels:
Vessels intended for conducting business including but not limited to:
Pleasure Vessels designated to be chartered;

GROUP MARITIME TRANSPORT VESSELS
In addition to Vessel licensing requirements, the following must be met to license Group
Maritime Transport Vessels:
1.

a no-objection certificate issued by the RTA to operate the Vessel; and

2.

submission of a declaration approved by the RTA, specifying the route and service timings
of the Vessel, and its speed limits.

Vessels operating in the ports of the Emirate;
Vessels used for construction purposes;
Vessels used for towing and piloting;
Passenger Vessels; and
Vessels used for transporting Goods.

TOURIST VESSELS
A Vessel licensing application will be submitted to the Authority on the form prescribed by the
Authority for such purpose supported by the following documents:

2. Pleasure Vessels:

1.

original builder’s certificate of the Vessel;

Vessels intended for tourism and recreational purposes including but not limited to:

2.

valid technical inspection pass report of the Vessel issued by the Authority or an entity
accredited by the Authority;

3.

copy of the ownership document of the Vessel to be licensed;

4.

copy of the deregistration document of the Vessel in the last country where the Vessel was
registered in the case of second-hand Vessels, and submission of proof that there is no lien
or any other encumbrance on the Vessel;

5.

original customs clearance certificate issued by competent entities in the UAE, in the case
of Vessels imported from outside the UAE;

6.

for UAE nationals, a copy of the khulasat al qaid (family book) and passport or identity
card issued by the competent entity in the UAE, and for non-UAE nationals, a copy of the
passport and a valid UAE residence permit or identity card issued by the competent entity
in the UAE;

3. Traditional Wooden Vessels:

7.

copy of a valid trade licence if the owner of the Vessel is a legal person;

Vessels made primarily of wood including, without limitation, abras (small passenger boat),
wooden floating restaurants, wooden tourist boats, and similar Vessels.

8.

original comprehensive insurance policy valid for thirteen (13) months issued by an
insurance company licensed to operate in the UAE as a Vessel insurance provider;

9.

original radio licence;

a. motorised pleasure Vessels such as:
personal watercraft and similar Vessels;
Vessels less than twelve (12) metres in length;
Vessels between twelve (12) and twenty-four (24) metres in length; and
Vessels more than twenty-four (24) metres in length.
b. non-motorised pleasure Vessels such as:
rowing boats; and
sailing boats and similar Vessels.

LICENSING AND REGISTRATION
Without prejudice to the powers conferred by law on competent federal government entities,
no Vessel may be used in the Emirate unless it is licensed and registered with the Authority in
accordance with the Law and resolutions issued thereunder.
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10. copy of the Vessel mortgage agreement between its owner and mortgagee if the Vessel
is mortgaged; and
11. any other document required under the resolutions and instructions issued
by the Authority.
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LICENCE TERM
The Licence term will be for a period of one year renewable for the same period. The owner of
the Vessel will apply for renewal of the Licence within one (1) month of its expiry date, provided
that the insurance policy is valid during such period.
LICENCE RENEWAL REQUIREMENTS
A Licence renewal application must be submitted to the Authority on the form prescribed by the
Authority for such purpose supported by the following documents:
1.

valid technical inspection pass report of the Vessel issued by the Authority or an entity
accredited by the Authority;

2.

for UAE nationals, a copy of the khulasat al qaid (family book) and passport or identity card
issued by the competent entity in the UAE, and for non-UAE nationals, a copy of the passport
and a valid UAE residence permit or identity card issued by the competent entity in the UAE;

3.

copy of valid trade licence if the owner of the vehicle is a legal person;

4.

original Licence of the Vessel;

5.

original comprehensive insurance policy valid for thirteen (13) months issued
by an insurance company licensed to operate in the UAE as a Vessel insurance provider;

6.

original radio licence; and

7.

any other document required under the resolutions and instructions issued
by the Authority.
TRANSFER OF VESSEL OWNERSHIP

Subject to Article (10) of the Law and relevant federal legislation, the following must be complied
with when transferring the ownership of a Vessel:
1.

2.
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the original owner will, within fourteen (14) days of the transfer date, give written notice
to the Authority of such transfer, accompanied by a copy of the document evidencing the
transfer; and
the new owner will, within fourteen (14) days of the ownership transfer date, request
transfer of ownership of the Vessel in the Register. Such request will be submitted on the
form prescribed by the Authority for such purpose accompanied by the Vessel Licence
ownership transfer document and documents proving the identity of the new owner, his
domicile, capacity, nationality, profession and the original insurance policy. The original
owner will continue to be liable for the Vessel’s obligations until the Licence is transferred to
the new owner in the Authority’s records.

MODIFICATION OF VESSEL
a. No substantial modification may be made to a Vessel or any of its parts unless relevant prior
authorisation is obtained from the Authority. The term of such authorisation will be ninety
(90) days renewable for the same period. The Vessel will undergo a technical inspection
after making changes to it to check the modification elements and ensure that Licence
requirements continue to be met, in particular those related to safety and security.
b. A Vessel modification application will be submitted to the Authority on the form
prescribed by the Authority for such purpose.

LICENCE AMENDMENT
A Vessel Licence amendment application will be submitted to the Authority on the form
prescribed by the Authority for such purpose supported by the following documents:
1.

original Licence;

2.

copy of the Vessel modification authorisation issued by the Authority in the event of making
a modification to the Vessel;

3.

for UAE nationals, a copy of the khulasat al qaid (family book) and passport or identity
card issued by the competent entity in the UAE, and for non-UAE nationals, a copy of the
passport and a valid UAE residence permit or identity card issued by the competent entity in
the UAE;

4.

copy of trade licence if the owner of the Vessel is a legal person;

5.

original insurance policy valid for the remaining period of the Licence in addition to an extra
period of at least thirty (30) days, issued by an insurance company licensed to operate in
the UAE as a Vessel insurance provider;

6.

valid technical inspection pass report of the Vessel issued by the Authority or any entity
accredited by the Authority in the event of making an amendment to the technical
specifications of the Vessel;

7.

attested ownership transfer document in the event of transferring the ownership
of the Vessel;

8.

copy of the decree of distribution if the Vessel was inherited by the heirs of the owner;

9.

copy of mortgage discharge certificate or a no-objection certificate from the mortgagee
if the Vessel is mortgaged; and

10. any other document required under the resolutions and instructions issued
by the Authority.
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LOST OR DAMAGED LICENSE
The owner of a Vessel must, in the event of loss or damage of the Licence, inform the
Authority and submit an application to the Authority to obtain a replacement of a lost or
damaged Licence. Such application must be submitted to the Authority on the form prescribed
by the Authority for such purpose supported by the following documents:
1.

for UAE nationals, a copy of the khulasat al qaid (family book) and passport or identity
card issued by the competent entity in the UAE, and for non-UAE nationals, a copy of the
passport and a valid UAE residence permit or identity card issued by the competent entity
in the UAE;

2.

copy of trade licence if the owner of the Vessel is a legal person;

3.

original Licence loss report, or the original Licence in case of a damaged Licence; and

4.

any other document required under the resolutions and instructions issued
by the Authority.
APPLICATION TO CANCEL THE LICENCE

An application to cancel the Licence will be submitted to the Authority on the form prescribed
by the Authority for such purpose supported by the following documents:
1.

original Licence;

2.

mortgage discharge certificate or a no-objection certificate from the mortgagee if the Vessel
is mortgaged; and

3.

any other document required under the resolutions and instructions issued
by the Authority.
SUSPENSION AND CANCELLATION OF LICENSE

a. A Licence will be deemed cancelled if it is not renewed within one (1) year of its expiry date.
b. The Authority may cancel the Licence of the Vessel or suspend it for not more than six
(6) months in case the Vessel does not meet any licensing requirement stipulated in this
Resolution. In the event that the Licence is cancelled or failure to comply with the said
licensing requirements during the suspension period, the owner of the Vessel must:
1. immediately surrender the original Licence to the Authority; and
2. cease using the Vessel.
c. A Vessel whose Licence is cancelled or suspended by a resolution under paragraph (a) of this
Article may not be used. If removing a Vessel whose Licence is cancelled or suspended from
its current location to a safe location for reasons related to safe navigation, risk of pollution,
disruption of other maritime activities, security reasons, or any other reason determined by
6
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the Authority is required, the Authority may, at its own discretion or upon the request of the
Vessel’s owner, approve removing the Vessel from its current location by way of a permit for
towage or relocation.
VESSEL INSURANCE
To license, renew, or amend the Licence of, a Vessel, the Vessel must be insured by an
insurance company licensed to operate in the UAE as a Vessel insurance provider, as per the type
of insurance determined by the Authority. Insurance companies licensed in the Emirate may not
refuse to insure any Vessel which is proved by technical inspection to be seaworthy and meets all
requirements prescribed by the insurance company.
VALIDITY OF INSURANCE
The validity period of the insurance policy of the Vessel must cover the Licence term in
addition to thirty (30) days thereafter.
CIVIL LIABILITY
No Vessel may be licensed and no Licence may be renewed if the insurance policy of the Vessel
contains any term that may limit or exclude full civil liability of the insured and the insurance
company arising from death, bodily injury, or material damage which may be caused by the Vessel.
DAMAGE OR DESTRUCTION OF VESSELS
a. The owner or Master of a commercial, pleasure, or traditional wooden Vessel must
immediately notify the Authority of any breakdown or defect in the Vessel or its
equipment that may threaten the safety of its Passengers or its seaworthiness, provided that
such notice states the nature, extent, and causes of such breakdown or defect.
b. In the event of the destruction of a Vessel for any reason whatsoever, or of the loss or theft
of a Vessel, the owner or Master must immediately notify the Authority and return the
original Licence to it if possible. The Authority then will, without prejudice to the rights of
third parties, conduct a technical investigation on the incident and prepare a relevant report
based on which the Vessel will be struck off the Register and the Licence will be cancelled.
AUTHORISATION OF A VISITING FOREIGN PLEASURE VESSEL
a. A visiting foreign pleasure Vessel may navigate the Waters of the Emirate, provided that a
relevant authorisation is obtained from the Authority which will be issued in accordance with
the relevant rules and requirements adopted by the Authority.
b. The validity of the authorisation mentioned in paragraph (a) of this Article will be for
a renewable period of three (3) months.
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MINIMUM SAFE MANNING DOCUMENT REQUIREMENTS

USE OF VESSEL
a. No person may operate or work on-board a Vessel before obtaining a valid Permit issued
by the Authority which authorises him to operate or work on-board that type of Vessel.
b. The Authority may exempt any person from obtaining the Permit referred to in paragraph
(a) of this Article, either because of the type of the Vessel operated by such person, the task
for which such person operates the Vessel, or for any other reasons as may be determined
under the resolutions and instructions issued by the Authority.
REGISTER OF VESSEL CREW
a. The Authority will maintain a register of the names of persons authorised by this
Resolution to operate a Vessel, persons working on-board the Vessel, and the Pilots.
b. The Executive Director will determine the form of such register and details to be entered in it.
MINIMUM SAFE MANNING DOCUMENT
a. Vessels identified by the Authority may not use the Waters of the Emirate without a
Minimum Safe Manning Document.
b. The Authority will issue a Minimum Safe Manning Document for Vessels after considering
the nature of the activity, the size, and the number of Passengers of such Vessels, in order
to ensure the safety of the Vessels, the safety of those working on them, and safe marine
navigation within the Emirate.
c. The Master must keep the Minimum Safe Manning Document on-board the Vessel and
make it accessible to the inspectors of the Authority.
d. The owner of the Vessel must comply with the following:
1. observing the rest hours stipulated in international treaties and federal and local
laws and maintaining documents and details related to the experience, competence,
training, and medical fitness of each Seaman working on-board the Vessel, and make
such documents and details available for the Authority upon request; and
2. establishing an action plan to coordinate the duties of the Vessel’s crew in normal
circumstances and emergencies, and conducting maritime safety drills for evacuation,
firefighting, or marine pollution caused by the Vessel.
e. The Authority will issue resolutions and instructions related to the Minimum Safe
Manning Document.
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Minimum Safe Manning Document will be granted upon meeting the following requirements:
1.

the number of Seamen and operators of the Vessel must be adequate to operate and
implement the operations of the Vessel in a safe manner that poses no threat or danger
whatsoever to the marine environment, to maritime facilities, or to wharves;

2.

the language of work and communication used on-board the Vessel must be
comprehensible to all crew members;

3.

all staff working on-board the Vessel must be licensed by the Authority; and

4.

the Vessel must be staffed as per the requirements of the Minimum Safe Manning
Document.
CONDITIONS FOR GRANTING PERMITS TO THOSE WORKING ON-BOARD A VESSEL

a. Permit requirements for those working on-board a Vessel will be determined in
accordance with the following, taking into account the type of the Vessel:
1. For a pleasure Vessel less than twelve (12) meters in length.
To issue an operating licence for the operator of such a Vessel, the operator must:
a. not be less than sixteen (16) years old;
b. pass the qualification courses determined by the Authority to obtain a licence
to operate that type of Vessel on the Waters of the Emirate;
c. pass the prescribed medical tests;
d. be familiar with local rules of marine navigation; and
e. meet any other requirement determined by the resolutions and instructions issued
by the Authority.
2. For a pleasure Vessel which is between twelve (12) and twenty-four (24) metres in length.
To issue an operating licence for the operator of such a Vessel, the operator must:
a. not be less than eighteen (18) years old;
b. pass the qualification courses determined by the Authority to obtain a licence
to operate that type of Vessel on the Waters of the Emirate;
c. pass the prescribed medical tests;
d. be familiar with local rules of marine navigation; and
e. meet any other requirement determined by the resolutions and instructions issued
by the Authority.
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3. For a commercial Vessel whose Gross Tonnage is less than five hundred (500) tons

c. To be granted a Pilot Permit, a Pilot must meet the following:

Those working on such a Vessel will be divided into two (2) basic categories:

1. meet the age requirement specified by the Authority;

a. Marine navigation category: Persons in this category must hold the required academic
qualifications to occupy the following positions:

2. pass the qualification courses determined by the Authority to obtain the Permit;

1. Master in charge of a commercial Vessel whose Gross Tonnage is less than
five hundred (500) tons;
2. duty officer in charge of a commercial Vessel whose Gross Tonnage is less than
five hundred (500) tons; or
3. Seaman, a person assigned by the Master to perform any duties on-board
a commercial Vessel whose Gross Tonnage is less than five hundred (500) tons,
including marine duty shifts.
b. Marine engineering category: The power of the Vessel engine determines the
qualifications of the Seamen who undertake marine engineering duties on that Vessel.
Such qualifications will authorise their holders to occupy the following positions:
1. 3,000 Kilowatts marine engine operator, who is responsible for a marine
propulsion engine whose power is less than 3,000 Kilowatts;
2. 1,500 Kilowatts or less marine engine operator, who is responsible for a
marine propulsion engine whose power is less than 1,500 Kilowatts;

3. pass the prescribed medical tests; and
4. meet any other requirement determined under the resolutions and instructions issued
by the Authority.
d. The Authority may grant a Permit to the UAE nationals or UAE residents who hold
a permit issued by another country if it is established that such permit meets the conditions
and requirements adopted by the Authority.
PERMIT VALIDITY
a. The Permit granted to a Master, Seamen, and Pilot will be valid for a period of three (3) years,
renewable for the same period.
b. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (a) of this Article, the Permit for operating
a pleasure Vessel will be valid for a period of two (2) years renewable for the same period.
PERMIT OBTAINING PROCEDURES

3. 3,000 Kilowatts assistant marine engine operator, who assists in operating marine
propulsion engines whose power is less than 3,000 Kilowatts; or

A Permit application will be submitted to the Authority on the form prescribed by the
Authority for such purpose supported by the following documents:

4. 1,500 Kilowatts or less assistant marine engine operator, who assists in
operating marine propulsion engines whose power is less than
1,500 Kilowatts.

1. one colour photograph;

4. Traditional wooden Vessel: a Vessel operated by a Master and Seamen who must
comply with competency specifications that have to be met by those working on- board of
commercial Vessels as mentioned in paragraph a(3) of this Article, except for the Master of
the abra (small passenger boat) who must obtain an abra operating Permit in accordance
with relevant requirements adopted by the Authority.
b. To qualify for obtaining a Permit to work on-board a Vessel, a person must meet the
following:
1. the age requirement specified by the Authority to operate a Vessel;
2. pass the qualification courses determined by the Authority to obtain the Permit;

2. for UAE nationals, a copy of the khulasat al qaid (family book) and passport or identity card
issued by the competent entity in the UAE, and for non-UAE nationals, a copy of the
passport and a valid UAE residence permit or identity card issued by the competent entity
in the UAE;
3. qualification credentials, as required;
4. the required certificates of qualifying courses;
5. medical fitness certificate issued by medical entities recognised by the Authority;
6. certificate of good conduct; and
7. any other document required by the resolutions and instructions issued by the Authority.

3. pass the prescribed medical tests; and
4. meet any other requirement determined under the resolutions and instructions issued by
the Authority.
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PERMIT RENEWAL
A Permit must be renewed within one month prior to its expiry date and the application will
be submitted to the Authority on the form prescribed by the Authority for such purpose
supported by the required documents including:
1. one colour photograph;
2. the original Permit;
3. for UAE nationals, a copy of the khulasat al qaid (family book) and passport or identity card
issued by the competent entity in the UAE, and for non-UAE nationals, a copy of the
passport and a valid UAE residence permit or identity card issued by the competent entity
in the UAE;
4. medical fitness certificate issued by medical entities recognised by the Authority;
5. certificate of good conduct; and
6. any other document required under the resolutions and instructions issued by the Authority.
SUSPENSION OR CANCELLATION OF PERMIT
The Authority may suspend a Permit issued to a Master, Seaman, Pilot, or for the operator of a
pleasure Vessel for no more than six (6) months or cancel such Permit, if such persons breach
the Law and the resolutions issued thereunder. Those whose Permits are suspended or cancelled
must immediately surrender their Permits to the Authority. Permits will be deemed cancelled if
they are not renewed within one (1) year of their expiry dates.
ISSUING A REPLACEMENT FOR A LOST OR DAMAGED PERMIT
The Authority may issue a replacement of a lost or damaged Permit upon an application
submitted by the Permit holder on the form prescribed by the Authority for such purpose
supported by the following documents:
1. one colour photograph;
2. for UAE nationals, a copy of the khulasat al qaid (family book) and passport or identity card
issued by the competent entity in the UAE, and for non-UAE nationals, a copy of the
passport and a valid UAE residence permit or identity card issued by the competent entity
in the UAE;
3. Permit loss report, or the original Permit in case of a damaged Permit; and
4. any other document required under the resolutions and instructions issued
by the Authority.
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VESSEL OPERATION TRAINING
a. No natural or legal person may provide training to another person to operate a Vessel unless
so licensed by the Authority.
b. Establishments will be licensed to operate as Maritime Training Centres in coordination with
the Authority and competent entities in the Emirate including entities concerned with
granting trade licences.
TRAINERS LICENSING REQUIREMENTS
To be licensed as a marine trainer, a person must:
1. be of full legal capacity, of good conduct and not have been convicted of any felony
or misdemeanour affecting honour or trustworthiness;
2. hold qualifications that are appropriate to the nature of his discipline or the specialisation
in which he provides training, and which are recognised by the Authority;
3. have working experience in the field of training for a period determined by the Authority;
4. pass the prescribed medical tests; and
5. meet any other requirement determined under the resolutions and instructions issued
by the Authority.
REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES OF LICENSING MARITIME TRAINING CENTRES
a. To be licensed as a Maritime Training Centre, an establishment must meet the following requirements:
1. submission of an action plan including educational and training activities to be
conducted in the training centre;
2. accreditation by the Authority of the training programmes to be implemented by the
training centre;
3. the academic qualifications and working experience of trainers in the training centre
must be accredited by competent entities in the UAE and the Authority, and must
be compatible with the nature of the training programmes to be implemented by the
training centre, and such trainers must be of good conduct;
4. provision of a general plan of the training centre premises, with all details about the
facilities to be used for training and teaching trainees; and
5. meet any other requirement determined under the resolutions and instructions
issued by the Authority.
b. Maritime Training Centres’ licences will be issued in coordination with the competent
entities, in accordance with the relevant procedures adopted by the Authority.
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MARITIME TRAINING CENTERS
OBLIGATIONS OF MARITIME TRAINING CENTRES
The training centre must:
1. establish clear and specific criteria for admission of trainees and publish such criteria in the
handbook and brochures of the Maritime Training Centre;
2. provide all equipment, machinery, programmes, and health and safety requirements in
accordance with the applicable legislation in the Emirate, and implement training
programmes effectively and efficiently;

LICENSING THE ACTIVITY OF CHARTERING VESSELS
a. No person may conduct the activity of chartering Vessels in the Emirate unless so licensed
by the Authority.
b. Establishments will be licensed by the Authority to conduct the activity of chartering Vessels,
in accordance with the relevant procedures determined by the Authority and in coordination with
the competent entities in the Emirate including entities involved in granting trade licences.
LICENSING REQUIREMENTS FOR VESSEL CHARTERING ESTABLISHMENTS

3. provide an annual assessment guide, course outlines, admission requirements,
procedures, timetables, and fees, for each training programme;

To be licensed as a Vessel chartering establishment, an establishment must:

4. prepare a detailed curriculum for each training programme and submit it to the Authority
for approval;

1. provide protection, safety, and first aid equipment and appliances in the chartering
locations where it is authorised to use the Vessels;

5. ensure that no trainer is engaged unless qualified and licensed to provide training;

2. provide the Authority with all required documents including identification documents of the
owner and the partners of the establishment which is to be licensed; and

6. ensure that only Vessels licensed by the Authority are used for operational training and that
such Vessels are equipped for the purposes of such training, in accordance with the relevant
specifications adopted by the Authority;
7. provide the trainee with a certificate stating that he has completed the training
programme and that he is prepared to take the test conducted by the Authority for the
purpose of obtaining a Permit;
8. notify the Authority when there is any change in the training programmes or trainers; and
9. meet any other requirement determined under the resolutions and instructions issued
by the Authority.

3. meet any other requirement determined under the resolutions and instructions issued by the Authority.
OBLIGATIONS OF VESSEL CHARTERING ESTABLISHMENTS
Establishments licensed by the Authority to charter Vessels must:
1. provide a plan of the Vessel chartering locations which indicates its route and berthing areas;
2. present the original comprehensive insurance policy issued by an insurance company licensed
to operate in the UAE as a Vessel insurance provider to indemnify any damage that may occur
to people and property, and for purpose of removal of shipwrecks;
3. prepare an emergency management plan;
4. train all of their staff and Seamen on the emergency management plan, give them
refresher courses on such plan on a regular basis, present an annual report to the
Authority, and maintain records of such training courses;
5. maintain a copy of the maintenance plan of charter Vessels and their equipment, in accordance
with the recommendations of original manufacturers;
6. document trips in a record and provide the Authority with this record upon request;
7. provide a statement indicating the types and specifications of charter Vessels;
8. ensure that all charter Vessels are licensed by the Authority;
9. provide safety and environmental protection on board the Vessel, and provide all
equipment required to protect its users;
10. ensure that no trainer is engaged unless qualified and licensed to provide training
by the Authority; and
11. meet any other obligation determined under the resolutions and instructions issued by the Authority.
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MARINE ENVIRONMENT AND SAFE NAVIGATION
ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
a. Vessels are prohibited from disposing of oils, liquid toxic or harmful substances, sewage water,
or waste into the Waters of the Emirate or polluting the air with harmful emissions.
b. The Authority will establish rules required to prevent pollution of marine environment
resulting from Vessels. These will include preventing pollution resulting from:
1. dumping or leakage of all kinds of oil;
2. liquid toxic substances;
3. hazardous substances;
4. sewage water;
5. all kinds of waste;
6. bilge water;
7. gas emissions resulting from using the Vessel; and
8. ballast water.
MARINE NAVIGATION RULES
a. All users of Vessels must:
1. follow the signals, marks, and instructions organising marine navigation;
2. use best endeavours, caution, and care during marine navigation;
3. not cause harm to, endanger, hinder, or disturb others except as dictated by the
circumstances and except that which cannot be avoided;
4. not leave, dump, or discharge any material that may hinder marine navigation, or
endanger its users. Such hindrances must be immediately removed;
5. not anchor the Vessel in other than the designated areas, unless the Master is
compelled to do so, in which case the Master must take measures as required to prevent
incidents which may result from such anchorage, and to prevent the obstruction of
marine navigation;

MARINE ENVIRONMENT AND SAFE NAVIGATION
9. avoid causing noise or unnecessary annoying sounds, or disturbing others;
10. provide all possible aid to persons who sustain injuries in any sea incident;
11. provide the equipment and machinery as may be required by the Authority and concerned
government entities in the Emirate on-board the Vessel in order to ensure the safety of its
users and protection of marine environment;
12. not exceed the speed limits determined by the Authority in waterways and canals;
13. not conduct the activity authorised to be performed by using the Vessel in areas other
than designated areas;
14. not destroy or relocate navigation marks or equipment, change their meaning,
features, or direction or cause any damage to them;
15. not operate the Vessel while under the influence of alcohol, drugs, or similar intoxicants,
or while fatigued to an extent that may affect his control of the Vessel;
16. ensure at all times, in particular before navigating, that the Vessel is safe and meets the
requirements prescribed by the Law and the resolutions issued thereunder;
17. comply with exigencies dictated by conditions of the sea, weather, the Vessel, its load and
all surrounding conditions, and adhere to safe speed and distance;
18. turn on navigation lights of the Vessel between sunset and sunrise or during poor visibility;
19. not exceed the number of persons authorised by the Authority to be on-board each Vessel;
20. not use the Vessel except for its intended purposes;
21. keep all documents determined by the Authority on-board the Vessel and present them
to inspectors upon request;
22. not exceed the authorised cargo weight for the Vessel. The cargo length, width, and height
may not exceed the prescribed limits. If the cargo of the Vessel exceeds such limits, a prior
authorisation from the Authority must be obtained, and the excess cargo must be marked
as determined by the Authority;
23. distribute and stow the cargo of the Vessel in a safe manner so as not to affect its stability
while navigating under all conditions; and
24. meet any other obligation determined under the resolutions and instructions issued by
the Authority.

6. not take part in special processions or Vessel gatherings unless an authorisation is
obtained from the Authority, provided that the term of such authorisation is limited and
that such processions or gatherings do not obstruct marine navigation;
7. not use Vessels in advertisements, for example by installing a loudspeaker or posting signboards
or scale models on-board the Vessel, without a prior authorisation from the Authority;
8. not participate in any race whatsoever, without prior authorisation from the Authority,
which will be granted after providing the guarantees required to indemnify any
resulting damage or incidents;
16
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MARINE ENVIRONMENT AND SAFE NAVIGATION
MARITIME ACTIVITIES

FINAL PROVISIONS
PENALTIES

The Authority will, in coordination with competent entities in the Emirate, issue resolutions
relevant to conducting any activity by Vessels on the Waters of the Emirate including but not
limited to:

a. Without prejudice to any stricter penalty stipulated in any other legislation, any person who
commits any violation stipulated in Schedule (2) attached hereto, will be punished by the fine
indicated opposite each of such violation.

1.

bunkering;

2.

building or repairing Vessels or adding any structure to or modifying the hulls of Vessels;

3.

lifting any hull, including a shipwreck, that is floating or otherwise;

b. The amount of the prescribed fine mentioned in the Schedule referred to in paragraph (a)
of this Article, will be doubled upon repetition of the same violation within one (1) year
from the date of the previous violation, provided that the fine does not exceed one
hundred thousand Dirhams (AED 100,000).

4.

diving;

5.

excavation and dredging works;

6.

demolition works;

7.

maritime rescue operations;

8.

marine surveying;

9.

towing;

10. shipping any materials (including sand, rocks, debris, and any other construction materials)
that may cause marine pollution in the Emirate; and
11. transporting and unloading of Goods or fuel on the Waters of the Emirate from Vessel to
Vessel.

c. In addition to the penalty of a fine referred to in paragraph (a) of this Article, the Authority
may take any of the following measures against the violating entity:
1. suspending, cancelling, or refusing to renew the Permits of any of the Vessel crew;
2. suspending, cancelling, or refusing to renew the Licence of the Vessel;
3. impounding the Vessel until the removal of impoundment causes; or
4. prohibiting the use of the Vessel until its defects are repaired or deficiencies redressed.
d. A Vessel will be impounded by navigating, towing, or lifting it to the place designated by the
Authority for such purpose, and the impounded Vessel will not be released to its owner
until and unless impoundment causes are removed, and all fees, fines,
impoundment costs, and any other relevant costs are paid. If the owner of the Vessel fails to
redeem the impounded Vessel within the grace period, the Authority may dispose of the
Vessel in accordance with the instructions and resolutions issued by the Authority including
sale of the Vessel by public auction.
REMEDY OF VIOLATION
In addition to imposing the penalty stipulated in this Resolution, the Authority may order the
violating entity to remedy the violation within the period determined by the Authority, failing
which, the Authority may remedy the violation and the violating entity must bear all costs
incurred, in addition to an administrative charge of twenty percent (20%) of these costs.
OLD LICENCES AND PERMITS
Licences granted to Vessels and Permits granted to the crews of these Vessels before the Law and the
resolutions issued thereunder come into force will be valid until their expiry dates, provided that they
will be renewed in accordance with the provisions of the Law and the resolutions issued thereunder.
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EMERGENCIES
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

4. Send emergency signals to help the rescue authorities reach the location of the accident
at full speed.

AC

J

The name and number of the vessel
The nature of the accident and the location
Number of crew and passengers
Injuries, if any
Type of assistance required.

E

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

FE.

3. Be sure to have the following information when calling for help:

LI

VHF channel 16
999 (Police Operations in Dubai)
04 3459999 (Ports Police Station)
8004806 (DMCA)

LIF

a)
b)
c)
d)

R

2. Ask for help if necessary on:

ﳊﻴﺎة
ا

1. Make sure all the passengers are wearing the life jacket.

ﺳﺘﺮ
ةا

 ﻣ.ﺠﺎة
ﻦ
أ
ﻟﻨ
ﺟﻞ

Marine crafts can encounter a wide variety of incidents that require quick action to preserve the
safety of crew and passengers, as well as the marine environment. In case of such accidents, the
shipmaster of the marine vessel should do the following:

KETS. FO

5. Try to maintain their position if it is safe to do so until help arrives.
SAFETY OF SEA ATTENDEES
To ensure the safety of sea attendees, they should inform the numbers above once they notice any
of the following:
1.

Any foreign floating objects

2.

Navigational buoys with lighting that is out of order

3.

Marine vessels with lighting that is out of order

4.

Marine vessels exceeding the identified speed in Emirate water

5.

Irresponsible driving and threatening maritime traffic

6.

All types of marine pollution

For more information, please contact DMCA on 8004806 or visit www.dmca.ae
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STAY SAFE AT SEA, ANY TIME, ALL THE TIME.
Sailing, jet skiing or wakeboarding. If you are a water sports enthusiast, you have to respect the water
and understand the importance of safety. In the event of any untoward incident in the water, a personal
flotation device (PFD), or life jacket may be the most important piece of equipment you will ever own.
Strap in before you head out on to the water and breathe easy.
For more information please call 8004806 or visit www.dmca.ae

Water

Q)

Safety Begins with Yc>u

DOs
Take an approved boating
safety course

Use enough fuel for the trip

•

•

•

•

•

Come prepa red; bring drinking
water, sunglasses , sunscreen
and safety equipment

Wear your lifejacket!

Learn and follow the boating
"rules of the road'

Inspect your marine craft
(battery, lines, fuel, navigation kits,
GPS, fire extinguisher, charts, etc.)

Check the weather, watch
for changing water conditions

•

•

•

•

Always pay attention!

Inspect your marine
craft's communicalions
systems

-DON'T ride on the outside
of a marine craft
(such as bow riding)

DON'T tie up to buoys
or markers

•

•

•

DON 'T ride too closely to other
marine crafts and la rger
vessels. Remember, boats
don't have brakes!

DON'T fish within harbors
and swimming areas

•

DON'T litter

II

DON'T operate a marine
craft near water-front
deve101pments
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